Structural determinants of neurotrophin action.
Five decades of research on NGF have led to the discovery of a small family of evolutionarily conserved proteins, which have vital functions in the survival and neuronal development of specific neuronal populations. The generation of mice lacking neurotrophin expression has recapitulated classic experiments using anti-NGF antibodies to dissect the physiological effects of trophic factor deprivation (73). Very similar outcomes resulted from both the NGF immunodepletion experiments and the transgenic mouse experiments. The genetic results also verify the structural predictions made from binding results in heterologous cells. The findings in cell culture and animal experiments clearly indicate the efficacy of neurotrophic factors for promoting the survival of prominent neuronal populations such as sensory and motor neurons. The high degree of conservation of neurotrophin structure is accompanied by a surprising variation in the amino acid contacts used by each neurotrophin with p75 and the trk receptor family members. It is this variation that may provide specificity for each ligand-receptor complex. The future challenge will be to make use of this knowledge to design effective therapeutic strategies to treat neurodegeneration and nerve injury.